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Economic & racial justice 



Provocative claim . . . . 
 Spatial-Structural Racism lies at the heart of Detroit's 

economic challenges, regional inequity and endemic 
poverty

 Traditional economic development strategies can 
compound, rather than redress racial inequality

 How do we lay the foundation to take meaningful 
economic action for Detroit neighborhoods?

 We need new approaches and strategies



 Failed economic markets –Detroit as market failure

 Deindustrialization, disinvestment, subprime 
lending, endemic poverty and spatial racism

 Failed political markets 

 Emergency Management, Bankruptcy Plan of 
Adjustment, Fiscal Oversight, gerrymandering 

 Failed civil society

 Coopted philanthropy, absence of leadership, 
silencing of grass roots civil society

Traditional systems have failed



Re-Colonization: Development 
& Displacement Detroit’s “development”

 Development targeted at 7.2 miles and other isolated 
pockets

 Almost no investment in the neighborhoods

 Detroit’s mass displacement

 Over 100,000 water shutoffs

 Over 100,000 tax-foreclosures

 Over 100 school closures

 Mass incarceration as mass displacement



America’s untold histories . . . . 



What determines where we 
live? What social, economic and political forces shape 

demographic patterns?

 Importance of spatial perspectives

 The spatialization of race 

 The racialization of space

 1950s-2010s: Era of white flight, abandonment and 
segregation at the regional level

 2010-present: Era of re-colonization and displacement



Opportunity mapping
 Mapping Opportunity

 Michigan Roundtable-Kirwan Institute Opportunity 
Mapping (2008)

 Defining Opportunity

 Housing 

 Employment

 Schooling

 Health

 Transportation

 Food security

 Living environment



Segregation wealth & 
opportunity



Spatial Racism in S.E. Michigan



Impacts every social policy 
issue Environmental justice

 Water quality 

 Public Transportation

 Access to health care

 Physical safety

 Quality of schools

 Job opportunities

 Childhood asthma

 Municipal distress

 Social services

 Water rates

 Childhood obesity

 Emergency Management

 Infant mortality

 Water shutoffs

 Tax foreclosures

 Life expectancy

 Mass incarceration



Implications of Spatial-
Structural Racism 
 Emergency Management and bankruptcy 

 Water shutoffs and infrastructure

 Development and displacement



Spatial-Structural Racism 
causes municipal distress Spatial-Structural Racism is the root cause of Detroit’s 

& Flint’s municipal distress mediated by

 Collapse of property market and property tax revenue

 Regional division, deindustrialization and the collapse 
of manufacturing tax base and income tax revenue

 Declining state revenue sharing

 Proper response: increased revenue sharing and 
address root causes of racial inequity

 Actual response: Emergency Management (austerity 
not resources)

 Municipal distress as archeological evidence of 
structural racism



Spatial-Structural Racism causes 
the water crisis
 Detroit and Flint water systems are old, poorly 

maintained and built for cities with two to three times 
the population

 Legacy of white flight and spatial racism

 Cities can get caught in a rate death-spiral, where high 
fixed costs are spread over fewer and fewer payers 

 Proper response: regional water affordability plans

 Actual response: water shutoffs 

 Failed infrastructure as archeological evidence of 
structural racism



Implications of Spatial Racism 
for economic markets We live in a dysfunctional two-tiered regional 

economy (separate and unequal)

 We are segregated by economics & race

 Detroit neighborhoods ARE NOT part of the same 
economy as the rest of the region

 Standard economic development models WILL NOT 
work for Detroit neighborhoods

 Downtown Detroit is linked to the suburbs not the 
neighborhoods

 There never will be trickle down or spill over effects



No regional markets exist in 
neighborhoods No regional job market 

 No regional super-markets

 No regional mortgage market

 No regional credit market

 No regional housing market

 No regional auto insurance market

 No regional transportation market 



Location of mortgages (2017)



What about Strategic 
Neighborhood fund? 



Recall: Detroit Future City



 



 



 Track One: Immediate strategies of self-help, self-
empowerment and self-determination 

 Black Panther 10 point plan and community services

 Detroit Black Community Food Security Network

 Track Two: Longer-term strategies of regional 
economic integration on new terms

 Inclusive development

 Community Benefits Ordinance

 Intentionally build new economic & political markets

Claim: Need two-track 
development strategy



Alternative:
Flipping the capital-labor ratio Ratio of capital to labor depends on relative cost of 

capital and labor

 Expensive capital => use more labor

 Expensive labor => use more capital

 Detroit: relatively cheaper labor than capital 

 Implications

 Blight removal

 Municipal services

 Green infrastructure



New approaches to housing
 Current status

 No commercial mortgage market 

 “credit worthy” is code for excluding historic residents

 Spiral: shortage of affordable housing and increasing 
rents

 New approaches

 Land contracts from Land Bank for historic residents

 Rehab existing housing stock not build new houses 
(using high labor to capital ratio)

 Connect housing rehab to workforce development and 
small business creation



What are lessons from 
abroad? 



Traditional economic 
development as a modern 
“Cargo Cult”



New “Cargo Cults”



Human capabilities = Growth



Political and economic inclusion = 
Growth



Decrease income inequality = 
Growth



Implications of Spatial-
Structural Racism Traditional models will only reproduce racialized 

systems of oppression

 Re-Colonization and mass displacement are becoming 
the new normal

 Need to re-center our values and thinking about 
development

 Focus on equitable people-focused development

 Detroit Peoples Platform – “Majority Black Detroit”



These lessons are not new . . . 



Back to the future?



Questions . . . 
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